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The start of the degree 
program in engineering 
and î the civil art of buildingî

C halmerska handicraft 
school is inaugurated 
where C halmers 
University of Technology 
has its origins

History of 
Chalmers 

Historical events 
contributing to 
the development 
of Chalmers 

1856

2017

2020
19681829

TIME LINE  
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M ay revolution with students
initiating the political leftwing 
movement that formed the 
political climate during the 
decade to come is also affecting 
the architecture school and the 
students engagement in political 
issues such as environmental 
issues and ineq ualitiy  

1968

1978

1974

C entre for Building 
culture is founded 
with ambiton to 
affect  the role of 
Architecture 
in society

masterí s 
program
is addedand a 
strong research 
environment is 
starting to take 
form  

2000

NORRA LARMGATAN 4 STORGATAN 43

a new î proj ect-orientedî  teaching
approach was initiated by a generation 
of social activist faculty - inspired by 
Kunstakademiet in C openhagen 

1965-1975
M illion housing programme
initiated by the social democrates 
to meet the housing shortage  

C orona pandemic forcing 
technological movement of 
distance working to move
forward and leaves a lot of 
spaces unused 

confl icts between î art architectsî , 
educated at the Art academy 
and î engineer architectsî , with 
background in the new setting of 
the industrialised society and the
 birth of modern Sweden  

1856

THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE 

1937
M argit Hall is the 
fi rst female 
architecture 
student at
C halmer in 19 19  
and in 19 22
becomes the fi rst 
woman in Sweden 
to graduate as 
a regular student

1919

at this time is there no 
architectural education

ACE-BUILDING RENOVATEDACE-BUILDING

C halmers becomes 
technical university 

Architecture education 
moves in to the new 

building at Sven Hultins 
gata.î The sq uare form 

with a yard in the middle 
mirrors the four year 

educationî , says architect
Helge Z imdal 

1960

1960

SC AF T - 
A new modell for urban 

planning is developed 
at C halmers to separate

cars from pedestrian 
and cyklist paths 

C orona made us work 
from home with new 
digital tools

2020

Greta Thunberg
starts her strike 
from school to 

highlight the
importance of
targeting the 

climate crises 
2018

2020

JOHANNEBERG LOCATIONNORRA LARMGATAN 4LOCATION 

1920

women in Sweden 
gets the right to vote

1919

Renovation of Architecture 
School is fi nished and the 
department of engineers 
and architects are merged 
to one department - AC E

unemployment amongst architects 
is sharply increasing and critisism 
from the fi eld is directed towards 
the skills of the newly graduated
architecs   

the glas
ceiling is

added to
 the atrium

digitalisation of the 
architecture education gets
a breakthrough during the
early 9 0 í s   

10 0  million 
swedish crona is 
dedicated to 
C halmers 
Environmental
Initiative

What now?
How will the changes
in society affect the 
education in the future? 
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Visions

•   Open up the school of architecture by   
 making it more accessible, both mentally  
 and in the built enviroment  

•   Have a conscious mindset by using  
 existing spaces and historical values in a  
 sensible way  

•   Broaden the education by creating      
 possibilities for cross disciplinary     
 collaborations
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SVEN HULTINS GATA

Redistribution of space in SB1 
- new functions from the art and crafts 
school added: digital studios, blackbox, 
wood, ceramic and plaster workshops  

Redistribution of space in SB2 - some lecture 
hallsare transformed to ateliers and a sculpture
workshop. Some studyrooms are added in the 
corridor    

We digg to create a softer entrance from 
the west and to let more light into the 
basement fl oor. On top we add a balcony 
connected to the libarary to create more 
space in the sun to hangout in outdoors  

Tram is moved
 to the green 
area by 
Olgaí s stairs

A new entrence is added to the 
north that is more visible when you 
arrive to the area   

The new school of arts and craft of HDK and 
Valand is added to campus and SSPA is moved 
to another site. The building will contain open 
workspaces, cafe, workshops of different kinds, 
gallery, public stair for lectures and presentations,
a library and smaller studio spaces for the student. 
Light is added through openings in the facade 
and from above through roof windows 

Outdoor area in front of the î Warehouseî  is
transformed to make the building invitive with 
outdoor seetings and possibilities for art 
exhibitions. The ground is ascending to make
 the entrance smoother   
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Public space

Workshops

Open workspace

Private workspace
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Public space

Workshops

Open workspace

Private workspace
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perspective open sapce perspective open sapce 
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perspective atelierperspective atelier
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